Oreo & Dolly

What are we?

Rex & Mini Lop Rabbits

Where do I live in the wild?

Wild rabbits live all over the world in grassy habitats. They dig
burrows under the ground for protection from predators and
the weather.

How are we looked after
as pets?

What do we eat?

We have a large indoor hutch to sleep in at night. During the day we
love to be out in the garden so we can eat grass and run around. We
don’t like to be rained on though, so we have out own gazebo to
shelter under and an outdoor hutch to relax in if we want to.

We have plenty of grass or hay to graze on all the time. For
breakfast we have a bowl of greens and in the evening we have
a small portion of rabbits nuggets.

What do we look like?

Oreo is a Rex rabbit with velvety black and white fur and big
ears that stand up when I am listening. Dolly is a very fluffy
grey and brown bunny with big floppy ears and furry feet!

Why do we love Oreo &
Dolly?

Oreo & Dolly are best friends! They are both very gentle and
laid back., making them easy for anyone and everyone to handle. They will sit calmly on their pet cushions on you lap so
you can make a fuss of them.

Our Stories
Oreo is our most experienced bunny. We rehomed him from his previous family when he was 6
months old. He lived with Theo for nearly 4 years. When we lost Theo as an old man we began
searching for a new companion for Oreo. Dolly came from a breeder in Birmingham and the pair
very quickly became best friends. Despite being a young bunny Dolly is very calm and confident.

Where can we visit?
Almost anywhere!
Schools, parties, care homes. nurseries, pre-schools, events and anywhere else you can
think of!
We can be handled by children and adults of all ages.

